Teaching for breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge: Learning from explicit and implicit instruction and the storybook texts
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports results from two studies conducted to examine word learning among preschool children in group book reading while we developed a scalable method of teaching words during book reading. We sought to identify factors that fostered both depth and breadth of learning by varying the type of information children heard about words while holding exposures constant. We also asked whether prior word knowledge affects children’s learning across our different instructional approaches. In Study 1 we evaluated pre-post gains from two types of explicit instruction (Didactic and Conceptual), an implicit instructional approach (Review), and repeated Exposure. For all three instructed conditions growth in receptive knowledge (our measure of breadth) was statistically equivalent when compared to control ($d = 0.43$) and exposure words ($d = 0.41$). In Study 2, words were taught using an augmented explicit approach and through repeated exposure. Moderate and statistically significant growth in receptive knowledge was found when comparing instructed to control words ($d = 0.48$) and large effects were found with an expressive task measure of depth of knowledge ($d = 1.19$). There was evidence of learning from exposure. Children’s vocabulary knowledge moderated learning gains. In Study 1 children with limited knowledge of vocabulary (0.75 SD below the group mean) learned fewer words than others. In Study 2, pre-test vocabulary knowledge moderated gains on the expressive measure for directly taught words and gains on the receptive measure for words taught through exposure. Thus, when words were intentionally taught, all children except those with the weakest initial knowledge acquired the initial lexical representations captured by the receptive measure at a similar rate. Those with stronger vocabulary more quickly acquired initial representations from exposure alone and deeper knowledge when they received intentional instruction. We conclude that teachers can build depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge by combining intentional instruction of target words with repeated use of varied words by reading books multiple times and instructional comments that include use of novel words.

1. Using book reading to teach for breadth and depth of vocabulary

Unless children know what the word “urgent” means, they will not understand why the protagonist in the story acted hastily to deliver medicine to his grandmother or why the mother had to take that important call even when she was in the middle of a meeting. If readers do not know the words in the story, they cannot read with full meaning. Such is the case for many children who come from
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low-income homes and homes where English is not the home lan-
guage (Farkas & Beron, 2004; Mancilla-Martínez & Lesaux, 2011; 
NCES, 2015). Many children lack the broad and deep vocabulary 
that prepares them to be strong readers. Young children who are at 
least familiar with a large number of words, often termed vocab-
ulary breadth, have stronger reading comprehension skills in the 
primary grades (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; NICHD EECRN, 2005; 
Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Walker, Greenwood, Hart, & Carta, 
1994). Those who also have deep knowledge of words, such that 
they can use a word in multiple contexts and provide a definition of 
it, enjoy better reading comprehension (Ouellette, 2006; Proctor, 

Ensuring that all children acquire both a broad and deep vocab-
ulary is challenging. Some children come to school with strong 
language skills and can quickly learn new words (Munson, Kurtz, 
& Windsor, 2005). They rapidly benefit from opportunities to 
learn words when teachers read books or tell stories. Children 
with weaker skills grasp new words less quickly (Blewitt, Rump, 
Shealy, & Cook, 2009; Cain & Oakhill, 2011; Penno, Wilkinson, 
& Moore, 2002; Silverman & Candell, 2010). This divergent pattern 
of the “rich getting richer” is referred to as the “Matthew Effect” 
(Stanovich, 1986). This has often been framed as a problem to be 
overcome (e.g., Hindman, Erhart, & Wasik, 2012), because chil-
dren with the greatest needs fall farther behind their peers. One 
way to address this is to reduce the number of words taught and 
increase the intensity of instruction, but this risks depriving more 
able learners opportunities to learn. In the context of using book 
reading to large groups, this effect might better be interpreted as 
describing a reality of language learning that could be used 
strategically to maximize the learning opportunities of all chil-
dren. Studies of word learning in one-to-one interactions in homes 
(Weizman & Snow, 2001) and classrooms (Dickinson & Porche, 
2011) show that children acquire words from hearing them used 
in meaningful contexts. In classrooms, adroit language learners might 
similarly benefit. Thus, explicit vocabulary instruction may benefit 
all, including less skilled language learners. Exposure to many novel 
words through less intensive methods (e.g., rereading books, talk-
ing about text) might benefit all, but be particularly useful to those 
who are more able to learn in group book reading, a context that 
places a high demand on the ability to construct meaning purely 
through language.

Here we report results from two studies. Our program of 
research was designed to understand how children acquire ini-
tial familiarity with many word meanings (breadth of knowledge) 
and then more detailed word understanding (depth of knowledge) 
and to devise an effective method of teaching new words effi-
ciently. The overall goal of our program of research is to combine 
teacher-directed play with book reading. In the current studies 
after the book readings children engaged in unstructured play, 
a form of play we anticipated would not result in learning of 
specific words (Weisberg, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, Nicolopoulou, 
& Dickinson, 2015). In a subsequent study we confirmed that hypoth-
thesis by comparing unstructured play with play guided by a teacher 
and found that teacher-guided, but not unstructured play, sup-
ported word learning (Toub et al., 2018).

In the current studies we sought to understand word learning 
during book reading in preschool classrooms that occurred as a 
result of explicit instruction that included word definitions and 
picture references, implicit instruction that occurred as teachers 
commented on story events, and incidental exposure that occurred 
as children listened to stories. We hypothesized that book read-
ing might support both initial surface learning of words from mere 
exposure and deeper knowledge acquired from different types of 
tentional instruction, that explicit and incidental teaching as well 
as simple exposure would result in learning, and that we would find 
Matthew Effects. We systematically explored learning that resulted 
from direct instruction of word meanings, of explanations about 
story content that did not directly deal with vocabulary, and that 
occurred as novel words are heard as stories were read. To study 
effects of multiple features of book reading on word learning we 
used a receptive measure of breadth of learning and a productive 
measure of depth of learning.

1.1. Depth and breadth of word knowledge

Breadth of knowledge is an approach to teaching and measur-
ing vocabulary that focuses on how many words are learned, rather 
than how well those words are learned (Anderson & Freebody, 
1981; Hadley & Dickinson, 2018; Hadley, Dickinson, Hirsh-Pasek, 
Golinkoff, & Nesbitt, 2016) Instructionally, a breadth approach 
concentrates on teaching as many words as possible, rather than 
building extensive knowledge for individual words. This approach 
supports a “fast-mapped” knowledge of words (Carey, 1978), in 
which a few exposures lead to a relatively shallow understanding 
of words, including some phonological and syntactic information, 
but relatively minimal semantic knowledge (Estes, Evans, Alibali, 
& Safran, 2007; Yuan & Fisher, 2009). Additional knowledge of words 
can then be built on this fast-mapped “platform” through additional 
incidental exposure.

1.1.1. Word knowledge and reading comprehension

Depth of knowledge refers to a focus on the quality of word 
knowledge, with instructional efforts focused on building more 
extensive word knowledge for a relatively smaller pool of words 
(i.e., McKeown & Beck, 2014). Here, we use Perfetti’s (2007) Lexical 
Quality Hypothesis (LQH), a theory of how word knowledge facil-
itates reading comprehension, to conceptualize depth. The LQH sees 
word knowledge as a continuum, ranging from low to high along 
the dimensions of (1) form (orthographic, phonological, and gram-
matical information) and (2) meaning (semantic information). High 
lexical quality representations are built over many encounters with 
words, and include accurate representations of the word’s spelling 
and sound and precise, flexible semantic knowledge. Low lexical 
quality representations are those in which the word form is not 
consistently produced, or meaning is limited to a single context. 
In addition, the LQH sees the ability to quickly retrieve and use a 
word in the proper context, thereby facilitating comprehension, as 
the outcome of high-quality word knowledge. The ability to use 
words in context may be an especially important marker of depth 
for preschoolers, whose knowledge of words is less decontextu-
alized than older children (Snow, Cancino, De Temple, & Schley, 

Drawing on the key constituents of the LQH, we define depth 
as knowledge of form, meaning, and use (Nation, 2013). While 
the LQH is a theory of reading mainly validated with older chil-
dren, preschool children’s lexical quality has been shown to predict 
reading outcomes in first grade (Murphy & Farquharson, 2016), 
demonstrating its applicability even to young children. As the 
present study supports oral, rather than written, language, we use 
“form” to refer here to words’ phonological and grammatical rep-
resentations, rather than orthographic aspects (Perfetti & Starfar, 
2014). Given this conceptualization of depth, instruction seeking 
to build high quality representations should foster phonological, 
semantic, and pragmatic knowledge of words.

1.1.2. Measuring depth of knowledge

The present study assesses depth of knowledge by using a def-
ition task, in which a child is asked, “What do you know about 
[target word]?” For this task children must recognize the word’s 
form, as supplied by the tester, and retrieve associated information 
about its meaning and use. The definition task therefore assesses 
for the ability to accurately retrieve word identities, the hallmark of
high-quality word knowledge according to the LQH (Perfetti, 2007). We further operationalize the LQH here by giving a point for each unit of semantic and contextual information supplied by the child. This scoring reflects the fact that high-quality semantic knowledge includes rich information gleaned over multiple encounters with a word, including information about a word’s function, perceptual qualities, and/or typical contexts of use. As each word can have a wide range of possible scores, the definition task is also in keeping with the LQH’s conception of word knowledge as lying on a continuum, in which lexical quality can range from low to high.

Researchers commonly ask whether children acquire new words from contrasting instructional methods. Sometimes knowledge is assessed using only measures of shallow learning (e.g., point to a picture, use a word when shown) (Brabham & Lynch-Brown, 2002; Gonzalez et al., 2010; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Roskos & Burstein, 2011). Others who have studied learning in preschool classrooms have included breadth and depth measures (Coyne, McCoach, Loftus, Zipoli, & Kapp, 2009; Sénéchal, 1997; Wasik, Bond, & Hindman, 2006; McLeod and McDade (2011) specifically examined acquisition of initial shallow representations). In Study 1 we assess breadth and in Study 2 we examine breadth and depth of knowledge. This shift is a by-product of our iterative approach; after Study 1 we realized our need for information about the depth of knowledge.

1.2. Using book reading to teach words

Book reading is the most consistent gateway to vocabulary learning (National Early Literacy Panel, 2009), with a fixed effect size of 0.47. In a review of 31 studies of book reading, Mol, Bus, and de Jong (2009) found an average effect size of $d = 0.62$ on productive vocabulary from book reading. Marulis and Neuman (2010) reviewed 67 preschool vocabulary interventions and found moderately strong effects of $g = 0.88$. These meta-analyses combine many approaches to using book reading so offer little insight regarding the benefits of any particular approach.

Opinions vary as to whether interventions should be extensive and shallow, or more focused on a handful of words to build deeper knowledge, with studies examining learning amount in preschool children (Hadley et al., 2016), kindergarteners (Coyne, McCoach, & Kapp, 2007; Coyne et al., 2009; McKeown & Beck, 2014), first graders (Beck & McKeown, 2007), and first grader through third graders (Biemiller & Boote, 2006). Depth of knowledge has effects on reading distinct from breadth, suggesting that a focused approach may be beneficial (Nation & Snowling, 2004; Ouellette, 2006; Tannenbaum, Torgesen, & Wagner, 2006). Yet, many children enter school with small mental dictionaries and require a bounty of words and associated world knowledge to achieve strong outcomes. Those who enter school in the bottom quartile of vocabulary knowledge, for example, need to learn roughly 2000 additional root words if they are to approach the average word knowledge of entering peers while also keeping pace with their peers who continue to learn about 1000 new words a year (Biemiller & Boote, 2006). We hypothesized that book reading can foster both breadth and depth.

1.2.1. Explicit formal definitions

Research has repeatedly demonstrated the utility of explicit definitions, with these findings being reported for preschool (Collins, 2010; Dickinson et. al., in press; Gonzalez et al., 2010; Hadley et al., 2016; Hadley, Dickinson, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, in press; Justice, Meier, & Walpole, 2005; Neuman, Newman, & Dwyer, 2011; Wasik, Hindman, & Snell, 2016) and kindergarten through grade 3 (Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Coyne, Kame’enui, Simmons, & Harn, 2004; Coyne, McCoach, & Kapp, 2007; Coyne, McCoach, Loftus, Zipoli, & Kapp, 2009). Formal definitions quickly link a word to networks of knowledge. They often include categorical information (e.g., “a spear is a kind of weapon”) and may include information about the context within which the item is encountered (e.g., “a spear is a kind of weapon that knights used to fight with.”). Some definitions reference taxonomic categories that carry with them information about category members (e.g., “a peach is a kind of fruit”). Words taught in taxonomic categories are learned with relative ease, reflecting the fact that they tap into networks of knowledge (Hadley et al., in press; Neuman & Dwyer, 2011).

Biemiller and Boote (2006) compared learning of words among kindergarten to second grade children from either simple exposure or learning when given definitions. Using a measure that required children to verbally define words, a measure of depth, they found that providing definitions created a 28% increase in learning relative to mere exposure to words. Coyne et al. (2007, 2009) also found improved learning when children were provided word meanings as compared to exposure alone.

Thus, definitions quickly build initial word representations that link to prior knowledge by accessing existing knowledge networks. They are well-suited for use during group book reading because the event can be structured to include didactic exchanges (e.g., as words are pre-taught) and teachers can use planned definitions with prompts such as pictures and gestures. However, definitions also have drawbacks. When used as a book is read or during a conversation they break the flow; when used spontaneously speakers may have trouble formulating accurate definitions; and some words, especially abstract terms (e.g., imagination), are hard to define clearly and quickly. Also, there is a limit to how many definitions one can insert into a book reading before listeners tune out. In the current studies we read books four times and teach using formal definitions for half the words in two readings and the other half in the other two readings.

1.2.2. Questioning and commenting

The contributions of questions and comments pitched at different levels of conceptual complexity have been explored in preschool classrooms. Effects of questioning was examined by Sénéchal (1997) in a study of three- and four-year olds. She compared teaching through exposure versus using questions. The questioning method resulted in larger growth than simple repeated reading, with gains 3.7 times larger on their expressive measure and 1.7 larger for their receptive measure. A study of book reading with four-year olds found that vocabulary gains were associated with conversations that posed questions and fostered analytic discussions (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; Dickinson & Smith, 1994). A study with Head Start children with language impairment by van Kleeck, Vander Woude, and Hammett (2006) revealed that children benefited from being asked a mixture of low level and inferential questions. Similarly, Blewitt, Rump, Sheely and Cook (2009) noted that when questioning by an adult moved from lower demand prompts to more challenging prompts, word learning increased. Studies using dialogic reading methods in which adults and children co-constructed a story when reading books increase adult questioning and have been found to foster story understanding and build depth of vocabulary knowledge (Mol et al., 2009; Mol, Bus, de Jong, & Smeets, 2008).

Questions that pose high level queries have not always been found to be associated with language growth among preschool-aged children (Zucker, Justice, Piasta, & Kaderavek, 2010). A partial replication of this finding came from an examination of book reading in Head Start classrooms. Children benefited when teachers supplied conceptually informative comments with a moderate level of challenge (e.g., giving word definitions, providing background information) (Barnes & Dickinson, 2017; Barnes, Dickinson, & Grifenhagen, 2017). Comments coded for the highest level of conceptual challenge were not associated with growth, possibly because they were too complex for children. Zucker also found that
preschool children benefitted when teachers supplied extratextual talk that varied in conceptual complexity (Zucker, Cabell, Justice, Pentimonti, & Kaderavek, 2013).

In our approach we shift from giving conceptually useful information and asking relatively low-inference questions toward asking increasingly high demand questions across the four readings.

1.2.3. Knowledge of story events

Another way that word learning may occur in the absence of explicit definitions is by hearing them used as part of descriptions of interesting events in a story. Pictures and the events being described can supply many clues about a word’s meaning (e.g., “Holding his lance, the knight charged at the dragon.”). Repeated reading of stories was associated with greater use of target words (Penno et al., 2002). This learning from context may be enhanced if teachers comment on events, providing missing background information or make explicit connections between events. In one of our conditions in Study 1 we directly evaluate the effectiveness of teaching by reviewing story events and in Study 2 we fold that strategy into our approach.

1.2.4. Learning through exposure

High quality books are a rich source of novel words that is more diverse than what is found in spoken language (Montag, Jones, & Smith, 2015). But books vary in the language learning opportunities they provide. A study that compared effects of the Opening the World of Learning (OWL) (Schickedanz & Dickinson, 2005) curriculum to practice as usual in Head Start classrooms found that practice-as-usual teachers almost all used books with highly predictable texts whereas the OWL curriculum used sophisticated children’s literature. The high quality literature had more total words and more varied types and teachers used more varied words and complex syntax when talking about them (Dickinson, Hofer, Barnes, & Grifenhagen, 2014). Differences in the texts of books may be important because incidental use is the primary way children acquire a broad lexicon. They learn words during informal conversations in homes (Hoff, 2006; Hoff & Naigles, 2002; Weizman & Snow, 2001), as they reminisce about past events (Peterson, Jesso, & McCabe, 1999) and in informal conversations with teachers in preschool classrooms (Dickinson & Porche, 2011).

Children acquire and retain some knowledge of words after a single exposure during conversations that supply meaning through context (e.g., “give me the bice pen not the blue one.”) (Carey, 1978, 2010; Dickinson, 1984). McLeod and McDade (2011) found that preschool-aged children can learn new words from hearing them used during a book reading, but they tested only single syllable words that mapped onto known concepts. Learning from exposure during book reading also has been found for kindergartners after two readings (Robbins & Ehri, 1994) and among school-aged children (Oetting, Rice, & Swank, 1995).

1.3. Additional factors that affect word learning

1.3.1. Frequency of use

Frequency of use of words is an important determinant of word learning (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; Huttonlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, & Lyons, 1991). Book reading research finds beneficial effects associated with hearing words multiple times. McLeod, for example, noted that hearing words 9 times as opposed to 3 times resulted in significantly more learning, with stronger effects on nouns than verbs (McLeod & McDade, 2011). Coyne and his colleagues (Coyne et al., 2007; Coyne et al., 2009) used a word once with kindergarten children across three readings and found that children responded at chance levels; first graders in the same study showed initial learning for only 5.3% of the words. Sénéchal (1997) read books one or three times to three- and four-year-olds and found no evidence of receptive or expressive knowledge after one reading, but found small equivalent gains in both receptive and expressive knowledge after three readings. Similarly, Biemiller and Boote (2006) reported that kindergartners learned 12% of the words to which they were only exposed when books were read four times, but they did not track how many times those same words were used in the texts. Frequency of use has been controlled in some vocabulary intervention studies (Blewitt et al., 2009; Collins, 2010; Coyne et al., 2007; Coyne et al., 2009; McLeod & McDade, 2011; Penno et al., 2002), but not in others (Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Brabham & Lynch-Brown, 2002; Gonzalez & Nelson, 2003; Neuman & Dwyer, 2011; Roskos & Burstein, 2011). We control the number of times children hear all words that we test.

1.3.2. Word type

The rate at which children learn words varies by the word type. Verbs are more difficult to learn than nouns (Gentner, 1982; McDonough et al., 2011). McLeod and McDade (2011) found fast mappings for roughly 30% of taught words, with nouns being learned about 25% better than verbs. While form class affects learning, a more important distinction may be a word’s imageability (Authors, 2009; Ma, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, McDonough, & Tardiff, 2009). Analysis of word learning among four-year-olds revealed differences between concrete and abstract nouns (Hadley et al., 2016; Authors, 2016a). That analysis divided verbs into concrete and abstract sets and found concrete nouns were learned faster than concrete verbs which, in turn, were learned faster than abstract nouns. Many prior intervention studies either have not controlled for or have not varied word type (Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Blewitt et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2010; Hargrave & Senechal, 2000; Loftus, Coyne, McCoach, Zipoli, & Pullen, 2010; Neuman & Dwyer, 2011; Penno et al., 2002). To better understand how the type of word affects the breadth and depth of vocabulary learning, we use concrete and abstract nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and examine results for evidence of shallow and deep learning by word type. In both studies we take word type into account and include similar numbers of different types of words in different instructional conditions and in both the words we teach and those that serve as control words.

1.3.3. Prior knowledge

Children’s pre-existing vocabulary knowledge affects their ability to acquire words. It affects speed of word learning when children only are exposed to words and when direct instruction is provided (Penno et al., 2002; Robbins & Ehri, 1994; Sénéchal, Thomas, & Monker, 1995). We controlled for students’ prior knowledge of words to be taught, which is a weak means of controlling for prior knowledge, but was the only method available for this study.

1.4. Overview of the present studies

In Study 1 we explore the effects on word learning associated with supplying different types of information about word meanings. In Study 2 we examine breadth and depth of learning of taught words and of words that only were heard as stories were read. In both studies we control (1) the number of exposures to words; (2) the amount and type of information about word meanings provided; (3) references to pictures, and use of gestures; and (4) word type. In both studies we consider the effects on learning of chil-

---

1 We analyzed for word type effects, but do not report them because prior research has established their importance. These analyses are available from the authors upon request.
child’s prior knowledge of vocabulary and use a within-subjects approach that controls for child demographic variables.

2. Study 1

In Study 1 we posed three research questions:

1. Does word learning vary according to the type of information children are provided about word meanings that we supply through three conditions (Review, Conceptual, and Didactic)?
2. Do children make greater gains on intentionally taught (Instructed) words compared to Exposure words that are not highlighted? And are greater gains made on Exposure words compared to Control words that are never heard?
3. Is word learning moderated by children’s initial vocabulary knowledge?

Three experimentally tested book approaches to teaching words – Review, Conceptual, and Didactic – were employed. The number of times children heard words read was constant across conditions. We hypothesized that children randomly assigned to the Didactic and Conceptual conditions would make larger vocabulary gains than children in the Review condition and that all instructional conditions would show more pre-post growth on Instructed than on Exposure or Control words. We also assessed learning that occurred as children were exposed to words during story readings. Each instructional condition included Exposure words.

We assessed learning by word type and hypothesized that children would learn concrete nouns better than other word types, as previous work has suggested (Authors, 2016a). We also examined effects of children’s prior language levels and expected that children with lower initial vocabulary knowledge would not benefit as much as their peers with greater initial knowledge.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

Participants were recruited from 27 preschool and pre-kindergarten classes serving high-risk children from low-income families. Ten were Head Start classrooms in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States, and 17 were state pre-K classrooms in the Southern region of the United States. Approximately nine children per classroom participated. The average age for the 226 children in the study was 57.3 months (SD = 4.9 months) at the onset of the study. Based on teacher report, 15% of the sample were English Language Learners (ELL). The sample was approximately 47% male. Fifty-four percent of children were African American, 25% Hispanic, 14% Caucasian, and 7% were designated biracial or of another ethnicity. Of the 30% of parents who claimed that another language was spoken at home, 86% reported Spanish. Eighty percent of the mothers reported their highest level of school attainment: 14% had some high school; 33% had a high school diploma or graduate equivalency degree (GED); 14% had attended trade school; 11% had an associate’s degree; 8% had a bachelor’s degree; and 3% had graduate degrees.

3.2. Procedure

The experiment was conducted between the end of January and the middle of March. All children were individually pre-tested and post-tested for vocabulary knowledge by trained research assistants within one week prior to and following the intervention. Children were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: 74 in Didactic, 76 in Conceptual, and 76 in Review. Half of the classrooms (46.5% of the children) were randomly assigned to start with one story theme and half with the other. Books within each theme were counterbalanced. Intervention Specialists (IS) read to the same group of mixed–gender groups of three children in a quiet location outside the classroom for four consecutive days during the week. A tripod and video camera were positioned to capture the book readings. Instruction was delivered by Intervention Specialists (IS) who had prior teaching experience and were trained by the project. The ISs used scripted instruction to control for word frequency across conditions.

3.2.1. Book and word selection

Two thematically related books were read for each theme, a dragon theme (The Knight and the Dragon, (dePaola, 1980), Dragon for Breakfast (McMullen & McMullen, 1990) and a farm theme (Farmer Duck (Waddell & Oxenbury, 1991), and Pumpkin Soup (Cooper, 1996). All books were of comparable length and words being taught were depicted with equal frequency across books. Each book had a storyline that could be enacted by three to four children.

For each book, sixteen words were selected for direct teaching (Instructed words) and eight were heard only as Exposure words. Instructed and Exposure words included abstract and concrete nouns, verbs, adjectives, and spatial prepositions (see Appendix Table A1). Words were selected by referring to Biemiller’s (2010) list of word difficulty, and the list of words deemed to be sophisticated words based on the list developed by Snow (Dickinson & Tabors, 2001). Of the 64 words we taught 48 appeared on Biemiller’s list and 58% and were at least Level T2 (high priority words typically known by more advanced students by the end of second grade and not known by at-risk students); 85% were on the list of sophisticated words. Words were semantically and phonologically distinct from one another (see Table A2 for words listed by type).

3.2.2. Play

Following all readings, children played with replica props (e.g., a throne) that related to the story theme for ten minutes. Replica play props represented instructed concrete nouns or encouraged enactment of instructed verbs (e.g., a horse for the verb gallop). Adults did not intervene other than to maintain order.

3.3. Book reading conditions

Appendix Table A1 shows the presentation design. Children heard each word 12 times. Instructed words were heard four times as the text was read and eight times as part of instructional interactions. During two of the four readings meanings were taught directly. Set A (n = 8) was instructed during readings 1 and 3 and set B (n = 8) during readings 2 and 4. We chose this approach because we believed that familiarity with the text might affect learning and because comprehension questions increased in difficulty across readings, and that might have an effect on word learning as well.

We also sought to determine if words were learned through incidental use, with Exposure words being included in each instructional condition. To see if children learned words through exposure eight Exposure words were included in each book. These words were heard 12 times across the four readings.

3.3.1. Review condition

Explicit definitions were not supplied in this condition and the IS did not point to the pictures when words were used. The teacher used the word incidentally twice after the word appeared in the text.
First, the knight and the dragon charged at each other. Oh look! They missed each other. See what happened to the dragon [point] and to the knight [point]. Do you think they will try to charge at each other again? Let’s see what happens.

In the discussion that followed the reading, the IS and children recalled the story while looking at pictures. The words were used two times. The IS did not define the words or ask children to use them.

Who can we see on this page? Yes, here is the duck fetching the cow from the pouring rain. (Point to farmer) And here is the farmer, nice and dry in the house. He never fetches the animals himself, he makes poor duck do all the work.

3.3.4. group training meeting in which ISs reviewed scripts and practiced using materials with each other; an on-site practice session at non-participating preschools in which research team members demonstrated approaches with small groups of children; and follow-up sessions with small groups. ISs practiced methods and received feedback. ISs reached high levels of fidelity on all approaches prior to implementation. Analysis of videotapes of the first and fourth readings of the Conceptual and Didactic conditions found fidelity to be greater than 96% agreement for all ISs. Fidelity on the first reading of the Review approach was 100% agreement.

3.4. Measures

Our measure of learning that we interpret as reflecting improving breadth of vocabulary knowledge was a receptive test of understanding of instructed words. It was modeled after the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test – 4 (PPVT–4) (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and was administered at pretest and posttest (Blewitt et al., 2009; Penno et al., 2002). Children selected a response from three pictures: a correct referent, a thematically related foil (e.g., fish for the instructed word pond) and a conceptually related foil (e.g., stream for the instructed word pond). Pictures of the instructed words were different from those used in the books to assess transfer from the original word to new instances. Four practice items depicting familiar objects were used at the beginning of the test to ensure that children understood the task. The test for the dragon theme consisted of 54 items, including 31 Instructed words, 15 Exposure words, and 8 Control words. The farm theme tested 53 items, including 30 Instructed words, 15 Exposure words, and 8 Control words.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive statistics and baseline equivalence

Pretest and posttest descriptives by experimental book reading condition and level of instruction are provided in Tables 1 and 2. As with all analyses conducted, to test for baseline equivalence, we conducted a series of multilevel regression models (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), with robust estimates of standard errors in SPSS version 23 that examined the association between the dependent variable of pretest vocabulary scores and book reading condition. Models accounted for the nesting of study children within classrooms and schools and controlled for storybook theme. Analyses indicated baseline equivalence across the three conditions for instructed, exposure, and control vocabulary words, ps > 0.194.

Across condition, children at pretest knew a higher proportion of Instructed words compared to Exposure words, \( \gamma = -0.06, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001 \), or Control words, \( \gamma = -0.08, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001 \). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) adjustments also indicated that scores for Control words were marginally higher than for Exposure words at pretest \( (p = 0.051) \). Children’s pretest vocabulary knowledge was included as a covariate in all subsequent analyses.

4.2. Book reading experimental condition

We first tested for effects of the three experimental conditions. The following multilevel regression model was employed to test for effects on vocabulary knowledge at posttest:

\[
\text{Posttest}_{ijk} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Pretest}_{ijk} + \beta_01 \text{Conceptual}_{ijk} + \beta_02 \text{Review}_{ijk} + \gamma_001 \text{Theme}_{k} + U_{00k} + U_{01j} + r_{ijk}
\]
There were three nesting levels; children$_{ijk}$ were nested within reading groups$_{jk}$ which were nested within classrooms$_k$. We entered condition effect into the model at the reading group-level. The reading group condition variable was dummy coded with the Didactic condition as the reference group, which was compared to the Conceptual ($\gamma_{100}$) and Review ($\gamma_{200}$) conditions. Children’s pretest vocabulary scores ($\gamma_{100}$) were included as a child-level covariate. Other child level factors were controlled by virtue of the fact that the outcome was a within-individual variable. Because all children in the same class received the same book theme, theme was entered at the classroom level ($\gamma_{001}$) with the farm theme serving as the reference group.

Effects of condition were estimated while controlling for a significant positive effect of pretest scores (Instructed$\gamma_{100} = 0.63$, $SE = 0.06$; Exposure$\gamma_{100} = 0.46$, $SE = 0.07$; Control$\gamma_{100} = 0.32$, $SE = 0.06$), thus the effect can be interpreted as residualized vocabulary gains. Results indicated that there were no significant differences among the three experimental conditions, Conceptual, Didactic and Review. As children’s vocabulary scores were a proportion of items correct, the unstandardized estimates indicate that children in the Didactic group on average had posttest scores 0.01 and 0.02 higher than children in the Conceptual and Review conditions. Similar null effects were found for tests of condition differences for the study’s Exposure words and Control words, $p > 0.151$. Estimates of experimental condition mean difference effect sizes in standard deviation units are provided in Table 1.

4.3. Level of instruction

Experimental conditions were equally effective, but we did not test if children learned the instructed words from instruction and through exposure. On average, children knew significantly more Instructed ($\beta = 0.07$, $SE = 0.01$, $p < 0.001$), Exposure ($\beta = 0.06$, $SE = 0.01$, $p < 0.001$) and Control ($\beta = 0.03$, $SE = 0.01$, $p = 0.044$) words at posttest than at pretest (see Table 2 for estimates of effect sizes). To examine learning of words a within-subjects design (level of instruction repeated within children) was utilized as represented by the following model:

$$\text{Posttest}_{ijk} = \gamma_{000} + \gamma_{100}\text{Exposure}_{ijk} + \gamma_{200}\text{Control}_{ijk} + \gamma_{300}\text{Pretest}_{ijk} + \gamma_{400}\text{Theme}_{ijk} + U_{00k} + U_{0jk} + r_{ijk} \tag{2}$$

Table 1
Study 1 descriptive statistic by level of instruction (Instructed, Exposure, Control) and condition (Didactic, Conceptual, Review) and effect sizes estimates for pre-posttest differences and experimental condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes</th>
<th>Pre-posttest differences</th>
<th>Compared to review</th>
<th>Compared to conceptual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review ($n=76$ children)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.47*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic ($n=74$)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.63*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual ($n=76$)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.56*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>0.47 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic</td>
<td>0.50 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>–.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>0.47 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.52*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>0.50 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic</td>
<td>0.49 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>0.53 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>–.03</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: means reported reflect the percentage of receptive vocabulary items correct. Positive pre-posttest mean difference effect sizes (Cohen’s $d$ reported in third column) indicate that posttest scores were higher than pretest scores. Experimental condition effect sizes were estimated from posttest scores adjusted from children’s pretest scores and for storybook theme (reported in last two columns). Positive estimates for condition contrasts indicate that the reference group made greater gains compared to the contrast group (e.g., children in the Didactic condition made greater gains on taught words compared to children in the Review condition equivalent to 0.14 SD). All contrast tests of experimental difference were non-significant.

* $p < 0.05$.

** $p < 0.01$.

Table 2
Descriptive statistic and effect sizes estimates by level of instruction (Instructed, Exposure, and Control) for Study 1 (Top Panel) and Study 2 (Bottom Panel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d$ effect sizes</th>
<th>Pre-posttest differences</th>
<th>Compared to control</th>
<th>Compared to exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptive vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructed ($n=226$ children)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>0.48 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.50 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptive vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructed ($n=83$)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.18)</td>
<td>1.07**</td>
<td>0.48**</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>0.46 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.46 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructed ($n=82$)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.41)</td>
<td>1.01**</td>
<td>1.19**</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>0.33 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.43)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.18 (0.29)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: means reported reflect the percentage of receptive vocabulary items correct and the average score per word for the expressive vocabulary items. Level of instruction mean difference effect sizes (Cohen’s $d$ reported in last two columns) were estimated from posttest scores adjusted from children’s pretest scores and attendance (Study 2 only), and storybook theme. Positive effect size estimates indicate that the reference group made greater gains compared to the contrast group (e.g., instructed words were learned at a rate greater than control word in Study 1 equivalent to 0.43 SD).

* $p < 0.05$.

** $p < 0.01$.

\* $p < 0.10$. 
The model accounted for three nesting levels in the data: level of instruction, (Instructed, Exposure, Control) was repeated within children. Children were nested within reading groups. Level of instruction was dummy coded with Instructed words as the reference group which were contrasted with Exposure/Control words. To look at residualized gains, children’s pretest vocabulary scores were included as a covariate along with book theme.

Across experimental conditions, children knew more Instructed words at posttest than Exposure and Control words, \( \gamma_{100} = 0.06, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001 \) and \( \gamma_{100} = 0.08, SE = 0.01, p < 0.001 \), respectively (Table 2). On average children were correct on 60.7% of the Instructed vocabulary items, 54.6% of the Exposure items, and 53.2% of the Control items. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with LSD adjustments found that Exposure and Control word gains did not differ \( (p = 0.252) \).

Post-hoc exploratory analyses of level of instruction effects by experimental condition indicated that children demonstrated more receptive knowledge of Instructed words than Control words \( (p < 0.001) \) across the three conditions, \( d = 0.40, 0.50, \) and 0.39 for Didactic, Conceptual, and Review, respectively. Instructed words demonstrated significantly greater pre- to posttest gains than Exposure words \( (p < 0.001) \) across the three conditions, \( d = 0.53, 0.32, \) and 0.42 for Didactic, Conceptual, and Review, respectively.

4.4. Initial vocabulary knowledge

Finally, we considered whether the type of instruction provided for a word (Instructed, Exposure, Control) was moderated by children’s initial vocabulary knowledge. We used the within-subjects model used in Eq. (2), with the addition of level-1 interactions: (1) the interaction between pretest scores and the dummy coded comparison of Instructed versus Control words \( \gamma_{400} \) and (2) the interaction between pretest scores and the dummy coded comparison of Exposure versus Control words \( \gamma_{500} \). All model predictors were grand mean centered. Pretest vocabulary scores did not moderate the differential vocabulary gains for Exposure and Control words \( (p = 0.760) \), but did moderate differential gains between Instructed and Control words, \( \gamma_{200} = 0.29, SE = 0.09, p = 0.011 \).

Deconstruction of the interactions was conducted by estimating the region of significance for tests of simple slopes (Preacher, Curran, and Bauer, 2006). As indicated in Fig. 1, children who began the study with a pretest score greater than 39% percent correct \((0.75 SD \text{ below the mean})\), made significantly greater gains on Instructed words than on Control words \( (p < 0.05) \). Children with pretest scores less than 39% made no gains. Those who began the study with a pretest score greater than 44% percent correct \((0.46 SD \text{ below the mean})\) learned Instructed words better than Exposure words \( (p < 0.05) \); those with lower pretest scores showed no such benefit from explicit instruction.

5. Discussion of Study 1

We sought to determine the extent to which children learned words taught during book reading when provided varying amounts of information about word meanings, while also examining effects of word class and prior knowledge on learning. Instruction that used intentional instruction resulted in better pre-post-learning than was seen for Control and Exposure words on the receptive test. Surprisingly, the two types of instruction that used explicit definitions, Conceptual and Didactic, resulted in learning gains that were not significantly greater than those seen for the Review condition that used an implicit instructional approach. While there was significant pre-post growth in knowledge of Exposure words, that improvement was not greater that what we found for Control words.

Prior studies compared explicit teaching to simple exposure (Coyne et al., 2007; Coyne et al., 2009; Sénéchal & Thomas, 1995; Sénéchal, 1997) whereas we compared instructed words both to untaught control words and exposure words. Our finding is consistent with prior studies (Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Blewitt et al., 2009; Coyne et al., 2007; Coyne et al., 2009; Sénéchal, 1997). The gain of 0.43 SD is similar that of Biemiller and Boote (2006) and was achieved while teaching 16 words per book.

A novel finding was that the Review condition resulted in significant learning that was equivalent to what we found using methods that called children’s attention to the words and used definitions. In the Review condition, unlike in the Didactic and Conceptual conditions, all comments were focused on restating and clarifying a story event. Improved understanding of story events may have fostered learning. Also, in the Review condition children heard words four times as the story was read and eight times in teacher comments. This is the inverse of what occurred for exposure words (eight times in the story, four times by the teacher). Hearing words used more often as part of teacher comments may have increased their salience and supplied meaning cues not available from the story itself. The finding of the potency of our Review condition indicates that not all word learning needs to include explicit definitions. Rather, children may acquire information they need to construct word meanings from hearing words as the story is read and during discussions that reinforce their understanding of the story events.

We failed to find evidence of pre-post test learning of Exposure words that was greater than Control words. This is different from what others have reported. Coyne et al. and Sénéchal presented words incidentally and found that word learning increased with additional exposure (Coyne et al., 2007; Coyne et al., 2009; Sénéchal & Thomas, 1995; Sénéchal, 1997). However they compared differences in growth associated with varying numbers of exposures; they did not compare growth in exposure words compared to untaught control words.

Children whose knowledge of words at pre-test was more than 0.75 SD below our group mean vocabulary pre-test showed greater instructional benefits than those with limited prior knowledge. Thus, all except those with the weakest language were similar in their ability to form initial representations of word meanings. This pattern is consistent with prior studies that have found Matthew effects (Authors, under review; Loftsus et al., 2010; Marulis & Neuman, 2010; Roskos et al., 2008), but different from studies and have used additional activities to supplement book reading (Neuman et al., 2011) or that have reversed (Authors, 2016b) this effect. Consistent with prior work, concrete nouns were learned more easily than other word types (Gentner, 1982; Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 2006; Imai et al., 2008).

6. Study 2

Study 1 offered evidence that children learn words when teachers simply supply additional information about story events while using words as well as from hearing explicit definitions. We could not determine the depth of learning because we only assessed receptive knowledge, a measure of vocabulary breadth. In Study 2 we also examined depth of learning. Among 4th grade students, a study that tested the ability to verbally define words showed that depth predicted reading comprehension beyond the association explained by measures of breadth (Ouellette, 2006). Proctor et al. (2012) found depth predicted reading comprehension for 2nd-4th grade students after controlling for decoding and vocabulary breadth. These results are supported by findings from the National Early Literacy Panel’s meta-analysis (2009), which suggests that
depth of knowledge is more predictive of later decoding and reading comprehension than breadth.

Given that our goal was to develop a single approach to book reading that would foster at least initial acquisition of many words and deep knowledge of selected words, we created a new composite reading method that combined elements of our three instructional methods and used both a receptive and expressive tools. To quickly foster deep learning teachers explicitly defined words, gave additional conceptual information, and helped explain story events by commenting on characters’ goals and motivations and event sequences. We anticipated that all children would acquire initial knowledge of words but those with stronger vocabularies and richer associated knowledge networks would display more growth on our expressive measure. We were not satisfied with the effect size achieved with our intentional instruction in Study 1 and hypothesized that we had introduced too many novel words (16 instructed and 8 exposure); so we reduced the number of taught words to 10. We also did not have the teachers use the exposure words as they talked about the story. Exposure to those words occurred only as the book was read. As in Study 1, children engaged in play with replicas related to the stories after the readings. We examined two research questions:

1. Do children make greater gains on both receptive and expressive knowledge when words are explicitly Instructed compared to Exposure words that are not highlighted? And are greater gains made on Exposure words compared to Control words that are never heard?
2. Is word learning for receptive and expressive knowledge moderated by initial vocabulary knowledge?

6.1. Participants

A subset of our total sample (n = 84) was randomly selected from children who participated in Study 1. Children were 58% male and 58.64 months old (SD = 5.48 months). Fifty-five percent were African-American; 23% were Hispanic/Latino; 15% were white; 1% were Asian; and 6% self-classified as “other.” Seventeen percent were English Language Learners. Of the 26% of parents who reported that another language was spoken in the home 91% spoke Spanish. Seventy-nine percent of mothers reported school attainment: 15% had some high school; 45% had a high school diploma or GED; 23% attended trade school experience; 11% had an associate’s degree; 5% had a BA degree; and 1% had graduate degrees.

6.2. Procedures

The experiment was conducted over a 2-month period, from the end of March to the middle of May. The same children tested in Study 1 participated in Study 2. Children were pre- and post-tested by trained research assistants for knowledge of instructed, exposure, and control words within one week prior to and following the intervention and were randomly assigned to one of two books: half to the Farm theme (49% of children) and others to the Dragon theme. Books were counterbalanced. Intervention Specialists (IS) read to mixed-gender groups of three children in a quiet location outside the classroom for four consecutive days. Book readings were video recorded. On average children were present for 3.52 (SD = 0.83) of book 1’s four readings and 3.54 (SD = 0.85) of book 2’s four readings.

6.2.1. Book and word selection

We used the same themes and books as Study 1 but no child received the same book. We used the same instructed words as in Study 1 unless a word had been correctly identified at pre-test by over 30%. We replaced those using the same procedures to check on word difficulty as in Study 1.

6.2.2. Book reading

Children heard each Instructed word once as it was read in each of the four readings that took ten minutes. Eight explanations were given for each word, once during each reading, and once after each reading as part of a vocabulary and story plot review. The explanation used during the reading consisted of (1) drawing children’s attention to a word by pointing to the picture that helped illustrate meaning (e.g., “look at the dragon’s nose; these are his nostrils” [pointing to the nose in the picture]); (2) defining the word in child-friendly language; (3) iconic gestures when possible (e.g., galloping...
illustrated with moving fingers); and (4) an example of the word used in a context other than the one used in the story (e.g., we use nostrils to breathe air, not fire). On days 1 and 3 five Set A words received rich explanations similar to the Conceptual condition in Study 1; five Set B words were defined briefly. On days 2 and 4 Set B words were defined fully and Set A words were defined briefly. During the 3rd and 4th readings, children were asked to use the words to reinforce their phonological representations (e.g., “What do we call the little holes in our noses?”) (see Appendix Table A1). Exposure words were only heard as the stories were read, including one use of the word in the text during each reading. Fidelity of implementation was checked from videotapes of IS delivery and found to be higher than 95% for all ISs.

6.3.2. Play
Ten-minute play sessions immediately followed each of the four book readings and included the same play prop kits as in Study 1.

6.3. Measures
6.3.1. Receptive vocabulary
This was assessed as in Study 1. The test for the dragon theme consisted of 34 items, while the farm theme tested 36 items. Each test was comprised of 20 Instructed words, 6–8 Exposure words, and 8 Control words.

6.3.2. Expressive vocabulary
To measure children’s depth of knowledge we used a task that required children to express their knowledge of word meanings of instructed words. An experimenter-designed measure, adapted from Blewitt et al. (2009), was administered at pretest and posttest (Authors, 2016a). Children were asked to define concrete and abstract nouns, verbs, and adjectives verbally or using gesture. For each word, children were asked, “What is (a) _____?” and “Can you show me or tell me anything more about ____?” Responses were transcribed and coded for information units (see Table A3). Responses were videotaped, transcribed, and coded for the amount of semantic information and examples of the target words use in the context given. Coding was conducted by research assistants, and 20% of all forms were randomly selected and checked for reliability against a lead coder after every four forms were completed. Overall percentage agreement averaged 93.2%, with a mean Cohen’s Kappa value of 0.82.

The following categories were used for all word types. Synonyms included any word or short phrase that was equivalent to the word in question. Antonyms included responses that contained the opposite of the word being explained and “not” or another negating word. Gestures included actions or facial expressions that exemplified word meaning. We also coded for two uses of content. Extended context included responses that showed knowledge of the instructed word in a typical, meaningful context, along with semantic information. For example, if a child said, “A shovel is used to dig up weeds in a garden,” “used to dig” would be scored for function, and “up weeds in a garden” would be scored for extended context, because the child has used a typical example to explain how a shovel could be used, along with the semantic information about function. Basic context, worth only ½ a point, was a simple association between an instructed word and a typical context, without any inclusion of semantic information. For example, children frequently said “Santa Claus for chimney,” a response that does not include any semantic information but contains an association with a typical context in which the target word is used.

Four categories were used for concrete nouns only. Perceptual information included properties such as how something looks, smells, tastes, feels, or sounds. Functional information included any process, purpose, or use and answered the question, “What do you do with it?” Superordinate/subordinate included naming a larger category of which the word was a member or naming an exemplar member. Part/whole described a distinct part of the object represented by the noun or the whole of which the word was a part.

The test for the dragon theme consisted of 21 items, including 13 Instructed words, 4 Exposure words, and 4 Control words. The farm theme tested 18 items, including 8 Instructed words, 6 Exposure words, and 4 Control words (Table A3).

7. Results
7.1. Descriptive statistics and baseline equivalence
Pretest and posttest descriptives for the analytic sample by whether words were instructed, exposure, or control are provided in Table 2. To test for baseline equivalence multilevel regression models were conducted to estimate the association between pretest vocabulary and level of instruction. At pretest, children’s receptive scores for the instructed words were lower than their scores for exposure, $\gamma = -0.09, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$, and control words $\gamma = -0.09, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$, which did not differ from each other (post-hoc LSD adjusted contrast, $p = 953$). On the expressive measure, children’s pretest scores for exposure words were higher than control words $\gamma = -0.15, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$, and taught words, $\gamma = -0.22, SE = 0.03, p < 0.001$. Post-hoc LSD adjusted contrasts also found that control words had higher pretest scores than instructed words ($p = 0.015$). All subsequent analyses control for baseline vocabulary scores.

7.2. Level of instruction
On average, children knew more Instructed ($\beta_{receptive} = 0.17, SE = 0.02, p < 0.001$; $\beta_{expressive} = 0.42, SE = 0.04, p < 0.001$) and Exposure ($\beta_{receptive} = 0.07, SE = 0.03, p = 0.006$; $\beta_{expressive} = 0.04, SE = 0.02, p = 0.092$) words at posttest than at pretest (Table 2). Pre-posttest differences for Control words were not significant. To test for differential gains by level of instruction, we tested a model identical to Equation (2) from Study 1 with the addition of days of attendance ($\gamma_{2020}$) as a child-level independent variable. Student attendance information was collected in Study 2 to account for potential dosage effects as a result of absences (Range = 3–8 days, $M = 7.07, SD = 1.35$).

As seen in Table 2, Instructed words were learned more readily than Control words, with covariate adjusted posttest scores of 62.0% and 53.2% correct, respectively. There was a trend ($p = 0.063$) for Exposure words (adjusted posttest of 57.4%) to be learned better than Control words. Post hoc pairwise comparisons indicate that there was a trend ($p = 0.072$) for Instructed words to be learned better than Exposure words. Estimates of level of instruction mean difference effect sizes are provided in Table A3.

Children made significantly larger expressive gains for both Instructed and Exposure words compared to Control words (Table 3). On average on the posttest, after controlling for model covariates, children scored 0.70 points per word for the Instructed vocabulary items, 0.43 points for the Exposure items, and 0.30 points for the Control items. Post hoc pairwise comparisons confirm that Instructed words were learned better than Exposure words ($p < 0.001$). Estimates of mean difference effect sizes are provided in Table 4.

7.3. Initial vocabulary knowledge
Lastly, we tested to see whether the differential effects of level of instruction were moderated by children’s initial vocabulary knowledge using the same approach as Study 1. For the receptive vocabulary, main effects of larger Instructed word gains
Table 3
Study 2 fixed effect parameter estimates (Standard Errors) and effect sizes for models estimating differences in level of instruction for receptive and expressive vocabulary gains at posttest (Control = Reference Group).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1, level of instruction</th>
<th>Receptive vocabulary</th>
<th>Expressive knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept, ( \gamma_{100} )</td>
<td>0.263 (0.094)</td>
<td>0.275 (0.129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructed versus Control, ( \gamma_{100} )</td>
<td>0.088 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.394 (0.048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure versus Control, ( \gamma_{200} )</td>
<td>0.041 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.129 (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest performance, ( \gamma_{100} )</td>
<td>0.251 (0.067)</td>
<td>0.508 (0.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2, child Attendance, ( \gamma_{200} )</td>
<td>0.015 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.001 (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3, play group Theme (0 = Farm), ( \gamma_{300} )</td>
<td>-0.010 (0.032)</td>
<td>-0.089 (0.060)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: standard errors adjusted for interdependency among observations. Level of instruction [Level 1] was repeated within children [Level 2] who were nested within Play Groups [Level 3]. Exposure instruction is the reference group [\( \gamma_{100} \); \( \gamma_{200} \)] for the comparison of instruction differences; as such, positive estimates indicate that children made greater gains in the non-reference group (taught or no instruction). Negative estimates for Theme [\( \gamma_{300} \)] indicate that children in the Dragon theme had smaller posttest scores compared to children in the Farm theme.

\( ^* p < 0.05 \)

\( ^{**} p < 0.01 \)

\( ^{***} p < 0.10 \)

compared to Exposure and Control words were not moderated by initial vocabulary knowledge, \( \gamma_{400} = 0.21, SE = 0.18, p = 0.254 \) and \( \gamma_{500} = 0.23, SE = 0.18, p = 0.192 \), respectively. However, for children who entered the study with more receptive knowledge, positive gains in Exposure words, compared to Control words, were more pronounced, \( \gamma = 0.43, SE = 0.15, p = 0.005 \).

For the expressive task pretest vocabulary moderated the differential vocabulary gains between Instructed and Control words, \( \gamma_{300} = 0.54, SE = 0.22, p = 0.017 \). Post hoc comparisons also found that pretest vocabulary scores moderated the differential vocabulary gains made for Instructed words and Exposure words, \( \gamma = 0.58, SE = 0.18, p = 0.001 \). Explorations of the multilevel interactions (Fig. 2) indicated that greater gains of Instructed words, compared to both Exposure and Control words, were most pronounced for children who entered the study with more expressive knowledge. Yet, differences in gains for Exposure and Control words’ expressive knowledge were not moderated by initial vocabulary. \( \gamma_{500} = 0.03, SE = 0.18, p = 0.864 \).

7.4. Discussion of Study 2

Study 2 addressed two new questions. First, we tested for learning effects using both a receptive and expressive task in order to probe for depth of learning effects. Second, we tested the effectiveness of a new composite book reading method for teaching vocabulary controlling for word type and prior knowledge of the words.

When we compared all directly instructed words with control words, we found moderate effects on the receptive task (\( d = 0.48 \)) but large effects (\( d = 1.19 \)) on the expressive task. Also, for exposure words, children showed statistically significant growth in receptive knowledge compared with control words (\( d = 0.22 \)) and on the expressive task there was a moderate sized effect for exposure compared to instructed words (\( d = 0.63 \)). There was growth in knowledge of words that children simply heard as the books were read, with this being found with the expressive task. Prior knowledge of words did not moderate learning of taught words when measured by our receptive tool, suggesting that children with varying prior knowledge of language formed initial representations at a similar rate. Prior knowledge did affect growth of expressive knowledge of instructed words, suggesting that children with more well developed vocabularies and associated knowledge were able to associated new words with existing networks more quickly. Stronger initial vocabulary also enabled children to more quickly form the initial representations described by our receptive measure. Evidence of growth from exposure to words reinforces the finding from Study 1 that children can make gains in word learning when they hear novel words multiple times in meaningful contexts of explicit instruction.

8. General discussion

We explored the mechanisms of word learning by preschool-aged children in full group book reading while we were deiving an approach that preschool teachers can use to build the breadth and depth of children’s vocabulary. We hypothesized that children with varying levels of knowledge of English vocabulary can form initial representations of words when taught in group book reading using methods that repeatedly present words in meaningful contexts in text and teacher comments. Results of Study 1 supported that finding. Children made equivalent growth in receptive knowledge across our three methods. Results of Study 2 also showed, when they are directly taught words, all children acquire initial knowledge of words as measured by our receptive measure at a similar rate. We also hypothesized that children with stronger initial vocabulary would acquire words more quickly, and these gains would be most evident in their ability to learn words from simple exposure. We found that to be true, and also discovered that they more quickly formed deeper representations as measured by our expressive tool.

Table 4
Examples of expressive coding of different word types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>Instructed word</th>
<th>Sample response</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete noun</td>
<td>Basket</td>
<td>“You carry stuff with it.”</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimney</td>
<td>“Made of bricks.”</td>
<td>Part/whole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield</td>
<td>“[A] shield protects you when you get in a fight with a dragon and he blows fire at you.”</td>
<td>Function, meaningful context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throne</td>
<td>“A throne is golden.”</td>
<td>Perceptual quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract noun</td>
<td>Foolishness</td>
<td>“Foolishness means that you’re acting crazy.”</td>
<td>Synonym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>Chuckling</td>
<td>“A quiet laugh.”</td>
<td>Synonym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetching</td>
<td>“I throw the ball to my dog and he fetches it and gives it to me.”</td>
<td>Meaningful context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returning</td>
<td>“Run away and go back. In the story the farmer ran away and he never came back.”</td>
<td>Synonym</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobbing</td>
<td>“You crying.”</td>
<td>Synonym</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td>“Means that you could build a science fair project.”</td>
<td>Basic context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.1. Prior research

8.1.1. Explicit instruction

We devised our intervention to include practices that could quickly establish connections between existing knowledge by using explicit definitions, referencing pictures, and connecting words to events being depicted in the books. Such connections should help children begin to establish deep knowledge of words. Recognizing that word type and prior knowledge of vocabulary affect word learning we took these factors into consideration in our instructional design. We hoped that such instruction would minimize Matthew Effects.

In Study 1 we tested the effects of supplying different sources of information about word meanings: formal definitions, supplementary conceptual information, picture references, gestures and connection to story events. In both Experiments 1 and 2 our explicit instructional methods resulted in similar growth of receptive knowledge when comparing pre-post growth of taught compared to control words: Study 1: \(d = 0.43\); Study 2: \(d = 0.48\). This is essentially the same as the average 0.45 effect size found by Mol et al. (2009) in their meta-analysis of 31 book reading studies and the fixed effect of 0.47 found by the National Early Literacy Panel (2009) when it excluded an outlier. The absence of Matthew Effects indicated that all children were able to form the type of initial representations tapped by our receptive measure.

In Study 2 we also examined the effects of our Composite explicit method using an expressive measure designed to tap depth of knowledge and found an effect of \(d = 1.19\). This effect is 45% stronger than the average effect of \(d = 0.66\) on expressive measures found by Mol et al. (2009) and twice the size of expressive gains found by Neuman and Dwyer (2011) \(d = 0.64\), who used book reading, supplementary activities and videos. We achieved these outcomes while teaching 10 words. It is comparable to the 12 and 10 words taught, respectively, by Biemiller and Boote (2006) and Lever and Sénéchal (2011) and more words than the four and six, respectively, taught by Tuckwiller, Pullen, and Coyne (2010) and Coyne et al. (2007, 2009). Our expressive gains also are stronger than the effects found by Beck and McKeown (2007) for pre-post growth in productive knowledge \(d = 0.70\) of 10 words taught over four readings with follow up discussion. They provided 12 encounters with each word.

Our findings speak to the importance of probing for depth of vocabulary knowledge as it reveals more clearly what children know about the vocabulary they learn. Depth is also significantly associated with reading comprehension (Ouellette, 2006; Proctor et al., 2012). Comprehension is enhanced when readers have deep, flexible word knowledge that affords quick lexical access and activation of networks of associated knowledge (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Silverman & Hartranft, 2015; Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986; Perfetti & Stafura, 2014).

8.2. Learning from implicit instruction and exposure

There is a pressing need to find the right balance between rich instruction that builds deep knowledge of a few words and less intensive teaching that helps children begin to acquire many new words. A particularly surprising result was the finding from our Review condition, which was used to mimic the kind of comments an effective teacher might make while explaining story events to children. Instructed words were used but the teacher did not call direct attention to the words nor did she give children definitions for words. Statistical analyses of our receptive data revealed that the three instructional methods in Study 1 were helpful, but effect size comparisons showed that the Review condition effects were somewhat smaller (Didactic: \(d = 0.15\); Conceptual: \(d = 0.10\). Teacher comments about stories have been found to result in vocabulary learning (Barnes & Dickinson, 2017; Barnes et al., 2017). This finding provides experimentally controlled insight into one way such comments may support learning. Our result is also consistent with research done with third graders that found enhanced learning of verbs when words were used in sentences in which the novel verb activated knowledge of a familiar script (e.g., birthday party) that was relevant to the word. They were learned better than words that lacked linkage to event knowledge (Chilton & Ehri, 2015). Our finding is consistent with Chilton and Ehri’s result and suggests that event knowledge helps enrich lexical representations.

We also found evidence that word learning may occur as children repeatedly hear words as books are read and discussed. When we examined pre-post growth of exposure words we found trends suggesting more growth for exposure than control words for receptive (Study 1, \(d = 0.08\); Study 2, \(d = 0.22\)) and expressive knowledge (Study 2, \(d = 0.37\)). The finding of improvement in knowledge of exposure words on the expressive measure in Study 2 was surprising. We had anticipated that, if exposure gains were found, they would show up on the receptive measure because it would be a more sensitive means of detecting less fully developed lex-
tical entries. The finding of gains on the expressive task suggests that simply hearing words using in meaningful contexts can enable preschool-aged children to link words to existing knowledge networks.

It is surprising that there was more evidence of gains in knowledge resulting from simple exposure in Study 2 than in Study 1. In Study 2 children only heard words four times as the story was read compared with 12 times in Study 1. There are two possible reasons for this result. First, the children participated in both experiments and may have become more attuned to words and skilled at creating initial word representations during book reading. Second, in Study 2, the Composite method was similar to the Conceptual condition of Study 1. While there were no statistically significant differences across conditions in pre-post growth in Study 1, the effect size for the Conceptual condition was nearly twice as large as was found for Didactic and Review (Conceptual: $d = 0.52$, Didactic: $d = 0.23$; Review: $d = 0.30$). Hearing elaborated information about word meanings in the Conceptual condition in Study 1 and in Study 2 may have encouraged children to more actively engage in efforts to understand novel words they heard while listening to the story.

Our results suggest that we can build the breadth of children’s word knowledge through methods that do not require much instructional time as long as teachers supply cues to word meanings by referencing pictures, making comments that use the words while explaining story events, and rereading books in a way that holds children’s interest. Such exposure mirrors interactions that support language learning in homes (Hoff, 2006; Weizman & Snow, 2001).

8.3. Matthew Effects

In both studies, prior word knowledge significantly moderated post-test gains in knowledge of words compared to control words. Note that seventeen percent of the children were classified as “English Language Learners.” We did not find that designation to affect our results; therefore, we used the continuous variable of prior word knowledge. Presumably, many of the children with weaker prior knowledge also were learning English as a new language.

We were interested in determining if our explicit instructional methods could provide reasonably equal support for word learning to children with varying levels of vocabulary knowledge. We reasoned that targeting explicit instruction on a relatively small number of words might provide the opportunity for children of varying language ability to make roughly similar learning gains. Study 1 results for our receptive task failed to support that hypothesis, but the cut point at which gains varied was 0.75 SD below the mean of our sample. Thus, learning gains of most children were not affected by prior word knowledge. Thus, prior knowledge conditions both how quickly children acquire a broad and deep vocabulary, but intentional instruction can help to equalize learning gains.

Study 2 yielded a somewhat different pattern of results when we compared instructed with control words. No Matthew effect was found for the receptive task, but an effect was found on the expressive task. We interpret this finding as suggesting that children with weaker language skills were acquiring initial representations of words at a rate roughly comparable to more advanced language learners, but that children with a greater fund of pre-existing knowledge of words and the world were more able to quickly construct deeper representations that were tapped by our expressive task. We also found that children with stronger prior word knowledge were more likely to form initial representations of words taught through exposure. This ability to acquire words through context draws on syntactic skill, speed of lexical processing, and lexical and semantic networks that provide points of contact for new words.

Our Matthew effect results are in line with Marulis and Neuman’s (2010) review of 67 vocabulary interventions that found Matthew Effects repeatedly (Authors, under review; Coyne et al., 2007, 2009; Loftus et al., 2010; Roskos et al., 2008). These effects are reversed when word learning is fostered while playing a game (Authors, 2016b), suggesting that our future efforts to combine reading with play may enable those with weaker initial knowledge to show even more growth.

8.4. Conclusion

We conclude that when provided intentional instruction, children of varying language abilities construct initial representations of word meanings and their ability to do so is only weakly moderated by prior vocabulary knowledge. While it has long been recognized that explicit teaching that includes explicit definitions speeds word learning, we found that implicit instruction that included use of the words while enriching word-related knowledge also is an effective means of teaching words. Intentional instruction helps to mitigate Matthew Effects, especially when initial word learning is assessed using a receptive measure. In Study 1, effects of prior vocabulary were found only among the weakest language learners and were not present in Study 2. We further conclude that prior knowledge affects the speed with which children build the more elaborated networks of word knowledge revealed by our expressive task as indicated by the Matthew Effect found in Study 2. A final finding is that children can learn words from exposure, with this being most likely to occur among children with stronger language skills. Thus, book reading can be used to foster acquisition of broad vocabulary knowledge by supplying exposure to many words by reading texts and providing quick clues to their meanings (e.g., pointing to pictures, using gestures or prosodic clues). Depth can be fostered for a subset of the words a child experiences during a book reading through intentional instruction that builds knowledge associated with words and supplies word definitions. Prior knowledge also affects how fast deep representations are constructed. To counteract Matthew Effects on development of deeper knowledge of word meanings classrooms need to provide supplementary experiences that augment the relatively thin semantic information that can be gained during book reading. Thematically related units that include enrichment such as science activities, games and music that use words all may help provide the concepts and experiences needed to create strong lexical representations.

8.5. Limitations and future directions

One limitation of our studies is that the same children were in both experiments, despite the fact that children did not get the same theme and books across experiments. It is feasible that being exposed to storybook reading approaches in Study 1 could have affected performance in Study 2. However, the pretest scores for Study 2 were either comparable to or less than those found in Study 1. Also, the absence of an expressive measure for Study 1 makes it impossible to fully examine the impact of the different types of instruction we provided. Finally, the approaches used were highly scripted. Teachers would not be likely to remain so tightly bound to our methods so it remains to be determined whether the effects we found can be replicated in a teacher-delivered study.

Another limitation is the fact that in both experiments after the book reading children were given 10 min for free play using the props. This was done for methodological reasons associated with our larger program of research and a follow-up study that used the same methods found no evidence that the free play method we employed resulted in word learning (Toub et al., 2018).
Finally, in these studies the methods were used by trained research assistants working with groups of three children. We could not be sure that effects obtained under these ideal circumstances could be replicated by teachers as they read to full groups of children. However, subsequent studies in which we used essentially the same methods did yield effects that are equal to or stronger than what we obtained here (Authors, 2016a, 2016b, 2018).

8.6. Implications

While there is clearly a need to improve the vocabulary knowledge of children with the weakest abilities, we also need to enrich the knowledge of children who enter classrooms with stronger language. Children with stronger language have been found to benefit especially from instructional contexts that are language-rich but not heavily instructionally focused (Conner, Morrison, & Slominski, 2006). Our results suggest that all children benefit from explicit and implicit intentional instruction during book reading as well as from hearing words in context. The fact that more able children benefit more from such experiences is not problematic; rather it means that, as teachers provide direct instruction about selected words, they also need to enrich children’s knowledge of many other words by using interesting and varied words as they discuss stories.

Appendix

### Table A1

| Intervention design: exposure and instructed instructional study day. |
|----------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                      | Day one         | Day two         | Day three       | Day four        |
| Study 1              |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Exposure             | Sets A and B    | Sets A and B    | Sets A and B    | Sets A and B    |
| n = 8 reading        | Read 2x         | Read 2x         | Read 2x         | Read 2x         |
| n = 4 teacher use    | Set A           | Set B           | Set A           | Set B           |
| n = 4 reading        | Teacher use $^1$ 2x | Teacher use 2x | Teacher use 2x | Teacher use 2x |
| n = 8 teacher use    | Set A:          | Set B:          | Set A:          | Set B:          |
|                      | Taught $^2$ 2x during story | Taught 2x during story | Taught 2x after story | Taught 2x after story |
|                      | Taught 2x after story | Taught 2x after story | Taught 2x after story | Taught 2x after story |
| Study 2              |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Exposure             | Read 1x         | Read 1x         | Read 1x         | Read 1x         |
| n = 4 reading        |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Instructed           | Read 1x         | Read 1x         | Read 1x         | Read 1x         |
| n = 4 reading        | Taught 1x during story | Taught 1x during story | Taught 1x during story | Taught 1x during story |
| n = 4 teacher use    | Taught 1x after story | Taught 1x after story | Taught 1x after story | Taught 1x after story |

Note: 1. Teacher use: teachers used the word in a meaningful context but no effort was made to call attention to the word or provide explicit information about its meaning. 2. Words were taught in ways described above for the different experimental conditions.

### Table A2

Examples of taught and exposure words by form class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form class</th>
<th>Taught word</th>
<th>Exposure word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete noun</td>
<td>nostrils</td>
<td>cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>handkerchief</td>
<td>incisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shield</td>
<td>talons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract noun</td>
<td>quarrel</td>
<td>reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sorrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>charging</td>
<td>exhaled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fetching</td>
<td>waddled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sobbing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>intelligent</td>
<td>speechless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>peaceful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial preposition</td>
<td>onto</td>
<td>behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>below</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


